
Hiking softshell jacket with a hood EVERETT-PROTECA_red

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
XS 765129 8585055726058 3+
S 765130 8585055726065 3+

Suggested retail price: 119.99 € s DPH

Description

Everett women's jacket. Women's softshell jacket for all active women in a trendy red color. The women's
transitional jacket is suitable for hiking and an active stay in nature. Thanks to the softshell material, it optimally
regulates heat and provides excellent protection against wind and cold. The material dries quickly, but at the same
time remains breathable. The admixture of spandex will allow you freedom of movement in all directions. The red
hiking windbreaker has a higher collar with chin protection and a removable hood. The hood with a visor is attached
with a zipper. It can be pulled down thanks to the elastic cords.

The trekking jacket fastens with a YKK zipper. From the bottom side, the zipper is supplemented with a protective
layer against wind and cold. You can adjust the outer cuffs thanks to Velcro. The women's trekking jacket has a
bottom hem that can be pulled down with an elastic band. The hiking jacket has practical side pockets with a zip,
which are decorated with the brand logo. Another zipped pocket is located on the chest. The zippers have a
contrasting white color. One small pocket can be found inside the sports windbreaker. The inside of the trekkking
windbreaker is lined with waffle fleece in a contrasting color. The bonus is reflective elements that will make you
more visible even in poor conditions. They are located on the sleeves and hood. The branded jacket is the right
choice for hiking, nature or walks.

Product details:

softshell jacket
modern look and sporty cut
removable zip hood with drawstrings
higher collar with chin protection
YKK zipper closure
the bottom hem can be tightened with an elastic cord
waterproof and windproof
quick-drying and breathable material
outer cuffs with velcro
3 external zipped pockets
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one mini inner pocket
reflective elements
lining in contrasting color
waffle fleece lining
water resistance: 10,000 mm
breathability: 10,000 g/m2
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